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Act Player, animation engine

User guide by Dora Gustafson 2014

Introduction

With this player you can have a number of actors perform in a number of scenes or acts.

This player can play the scenes from a dialog menu or it can play next scene in a sequence when the object is

touched.

Example

The object is a blanket and the actors are two people.

The scenes are things two people can do on a blanket like: sit, lay, sleep, talk, kiss, cuddle etc.

Specification

The Act Player will work in objects made of one or more prims

The number of actors and scenes are limited only by script memory

In use the Act Player uses no poseballs, for adjusting it uses one ball

Three different scripts and the adjust ball, make up the engine

The owner will supply the object and the animations to go with it

Setup

Preparation

What is needed to get started is:

The object: a bed, a chair, a blanket or the like, containing:

1. All animations for all actors

2. The ‘MultiSeatsBall’ prim

3. One ‘Act Player run’ script

4. One ‘Act Player adjust’ script

5. For each actor one ‘Act Player v#.## agent’ script

When more copies are dragged to the inventory, they are numbered automatically

This is what you need to start adjusting the Act Player.

Later you may want to save your work on a notecard: “act player data”.

This is done by dumping the data and place a copy on the notecard.

The notecard data will load on script reset or on request, when the notecard is in object inventory.

User Menu

Setting up the user menu is the very last thing you do if you do it at all.

Without a user menu you can step through the scenes one by one on object touch

There is a guide for making a User Menu later on
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Owner Menu

Open this dialog menu by an owner touch (right click object and choose Touch from the menu)

When the owner is seated open by a long touch,

i.e. left mouse button click and hold for one second or more

“Adjust”

The simple procedure goes like this:

1. Sit on the ball that rezzes when “Adjust”  is clicked

2. Move and turn it until the avatar is seated correctly

3. For next act, same actor, click “Next Act” in the menu

4. Do the previous two steps for each animation

5. Click “Finish” in the menu to finish or to take a break
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“Prior Act”

Go to the previous act for the same actor

“+ Animation” and  ”- Animation”

Browse available animations

“Next Actor” and “Prior Actor”

Switch adjusting to next or previous available actor.

If the act has not yet been adjusted, it will be created with default settings

If some agents are sitting on the object their acts are not available for adjusting

All seated agents will play in the same scene as the act being adjusted

When Next or Prior act is selected the scene will change for all actors

This way the interactions between actors may be regarded during adjusting

“Reuse”

Is a help function

When pressed the ball will take a position and rotation used previously

“Reuse” can be used repeatedly to get a setting used more acts back

“Assume”

Is a help function. When pressed the ball will take an assumed position and rotation:

1. For the first actor nothing is assumed

2. The first act for other actors will assume the absolute setting for the first act of the first actor.

When this is assumed you probably need to offset the adjustments

3. The following acts will replicate the first actor’s with offset position and rotation made in 2.

“Global”

Changes made in the current adjustment will become global

All acts for all actors will be changed by the same amount

“Global” is useful to make a finished set-up match another object or another object orientation

Warning! don’t use “Global” except you know exactly what you are doing

“To Top!”

Used to reorder the sequence of acts in the play

Moves current scene to the top so it becomes the first scene in memory

The total scene is moved which means it involves all actors

Warning! If you are operating the player from a user menu you should not use “To Top!”

The menu is expecting the same order of scenes it was made for and

any change of order should be made in the “menu card data” note card

“Capture Cam”

To capture the actual Camera view press Capture Cam in the owner’s menu

To stop using a captured Camera view press Release Cam

A change in Camera Control will not be effective for avatars sitting on the prim.

It will be effective when they sit after the change.

A note on camera control

The saved Camera view is only active in camera default control.

To force default press the Esc key

The viewer is not in default control when you focus on something with Alt Gr+left mouse click or take

camera control in any other way, say by a Space Navigator or a joy-stick
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“KFM Yes”

The object may be programmed to do Key Framed Motion by another script

The Act Player script must know if the object is KFM programmed or not

The linking in the object must not change while a KFM is active, so the script must be told to stop the

KFM shortly while an animation is stopped, started or changed

On the other hand it must not try to stop a KFM that isn’t there

There is no LSL function to tell the KFM status so the owner must provide this information

● Use “KFM Yes” in the Owner menu to accept KeyFramed Motion

● Use “No KFM” when the object never has been exposed to KeyFramed Motion

The default  is “No KFM”

“Permits”

Opens new dialog menus where sit and use permissions are set

“Dump Data”

Creating a note card

1. Click "Dump Data" in the menu.

2. Data will be dumped to the chat window.

3. Copy and paste data from chat window to a note card.

4. Place the note card in the object’s inventory.

5. Name the note card: “act player data”

All Lines in the note card should have this form:

breath, <0.243, 0.0, 1.12>, <1.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0>, 0
The data are: animation name, position, rotation, actor number.

The viewer sometimes add a timestamp in the beginning of lines when pasted in the note card.

All timestamps must be erased.

Restoring note card data

1. Click "Restore" in the Owner Menu.

2. This button is available only if a notecard with the proper name is present
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Note Card

A note card is an option and not a necessity

It can be used as a safe data store and for sequence editing and manipulating.

Built-in animations

Animations built in the viewer can be used by the Act Player

The way to do it is to make a note-card line starting with the built-in animation’s name.

To make it easy, use a copy of an existing line and replace the animation name

1. Copy a note-card line

2. Replace the animation’s name

3. Restore the card data

4. Adjust sit positions

5. Dump data

6. Use the dumped data to replace the note-card data

Changing animation/act order

The note card can be used for that.

The card has a line for each animation/act and the line order is the order in which they are used

Card data must be restored for the new order to take effect

Change the order by placing the lines in the desired order

The order can be changed for any actor

The order of actors can be changed but will be reestablished when the card data are restored

Using the same animation/act more times

According to changing order above:

Copy the animation's line and paste it in the note card where it is appropriate.

Warning! You must remember that rearranging notecard lines will affect a User Menu

It is recommended to rearrange notecard lines before a User Menu is created

The User Menu is expecting the same order of acts it was made for and

any change of order should be made in the “act player menu” note card

Notes:

● The Sit Targets can easily be corrected at a later time.

● Just touch the seat and click "Adjust" in the menu.

The "MultiSeatsBall" will rezz and assume the positions it had for each single animation.

● Animations are not copied to the ball, so one copy in the seat prim is sufficient.

● Multiple copies of the Act Player can work side by side.

● More Act Players in one object will not work! Put no more than one in a linkset!

● Next owner can correct Sit Targets as long as the tool's ball stay in the seat and is copyable.

“There is no room to sit, please try another spot”

This is an error message you may get when two or more agents try to sit on one prim

It arises when some bounding box prevents the sitting

The first sit is never a problem because it is defined by the single SitTarget, but for the rest the
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server must find a place to sit before the script can place the sitter

When the server can't find a place we get this "There is no room to sit, please try another spot" error

You can read more about it and about other peoples experiences on the SL forum

● It must be emphasized, that this is not a script error but a system caveat,

it can also be seen when two or more avatars try to sit on an unscripted prim

Guide for making a User Menu

Setting up the user menu is the very last thing you do if you do it at all.

Without a user menu you can step through the scenes one by one on object touch.

Requirements

A full sequence of scenes should be established and it should be saved on the “act player data” notecard

The User Menu will be referring to scenes by line numbers in that card

The “act player data” note card’s data can be edited after a User Menu is made, but changes in the

sequence will affect the menu

Changes in animation adjustments and changed animations will not affect the User Menu

The menu making

For this a structured text saved on a notecard named: “act player menu”, is made

When saved in the objects inventory the script can read it

The card will be read with “Restore”, see: Restoring note card data

Reserved words, keys and characters

Two words are reserved. They are: “Swap” and “Roll”

One global key is reserved, it is: “translations:”

Three keys are reserved for use with menu page definitions

They are: “layout:”, “playing:” and “text:”

Two punctuation characters are reserved and can not be used in text strings

They are: “,” and “:” (comma and colon)

Everything else used for the menu is made up by the creator

This means that the dialog menu can be in any language

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fcommunity.secondlife.com%2Ft5%2FBuilding-and-Texturing-Forum%2FStrange-quot-no-room-to-sit-quot-problem%2Fm-p%2F1660503&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNFP69tw9ePeaG6uR_5Zprf-JyjpIQ
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Simple menu for four scenes

MENU:
    layout:First Scene,Scnd Scene,Third Scene, Last Scene
translations:
    First Scene:0
    Scnd Scene:1
    Third Scene:2
    Last Scene:3

Dialog Menu generated by the above note card data:

The menu’s button names and the button order are defined in the line with the keyword: layout:

The button names are translated to numbers in the lines following the translation: key

These numbers are references to lines in the “act player data” note card

● Indentation is mandatory whenever a key defines another key or more keys

● A string followed by a colon is a key

“act player data” notecard example for use with the above menu

Studdi_S_og_D, <0.0, 0.181648, 0.709473>, <0.0, 0.0, 0.707107, 0.707107>,           0
mis_M_1_2,     <0.0, 0.302570, 0.242432>, <0.434142, 0.434112, 0.558152, 0.558152>, 0
mis_M_1_4,     <0.0, 0.562069, 0.254639>, <0.434142, 0.434112, 0.558152, 0.558152>, 0
Mis_3_M,       <0.0, 0.603382, 0.226929>, <0.434142, 0.434112, 0.558152, 0.558152>, 0
Dora_S_og_D,   <0.0, 0.135380, 0.346436>, <0.0, 0.0, 0.707107, 0.707107>,            1
mis_F_1_2,     <0.011551, 0.109161, 0.086426>, <0.499990, 0.5, 0.5, 0.499990>,    1
mis_F_1_4,     <0.011551, 0.431339, 0.063477>, <0.499990, 0.5, 0.5, 0.499990>,    1
Mis_3_F,       <0.011551, 0.479054, 0.086426>, <0.499990, 0.5, 0.5, 0.499990>,    1

Same example simplified:

Studdi_S_og_D,
mis_M_1_2,
mis_M_1_4,
Mis_3_M,
Dora_S_og_D,
mis_F_1_2,
mis_F_1_4,
Mis_3_F,

Position and rotation data are computed by the script
They should be of no concern at this time

0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

First column holds the animation names

Last column holds the actor number, so this card hold data for two actors: number 0 and number 1

First scene will play first act for actor 0 and first act for actor 1. I.e. line one and line five in the card

Second scene is second act for actor 0 and second act for actor 1, etc.
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Menu including a “SWAP” option

MENU:
    layout:SWAP,First Scene,Scnd Scene,Third Scene, Last Scene
translations:
    First Scene:0
    Scnd Scene:1
    Third Scene:2
    Last Scene:3
SWAP:Swap

Dialog Menu generated by the above note card data:

Adding menu description and ROLL to the menu

HOME:
    layout:SWAP Actors,First Scene,Scnd Scene,ROLL Actors,Third Scene, Last
Scene
    text: \nScenes
translations:
    First Scene:0
    Scnd Scene:1
    Third Scene:2
    Last Scene:3
SWAP Actors:Swap
ROLL Actors:Roll

Dialog Menu generated by the above note card data:
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Adding name of the scene actually playing

MENU:
    layout:SWAP,ROLL,First Scene,Scnd Scene,Third Scene, Last Scene
    text: \nScenes
    playing:\nScene now playing
translations:
    Last Scene:3
    First Scene:0
    Scnd Scene:1
    Third Scene:2
SWAP:Swap
ROLL:Roll

Dialog Menu generated by the above note card data:
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Making of a multi paged menu

HOME:
    layout:Day time, Night time
    text: \nHome menu \nchoose scene category
Day time:
    layout:HOME, School, Swim, Breakfast, Library, Gym
    text: \nDay time Scenes
Night time:
    layout:HOME, Dinner, watch TV, Play card, Go to sleep, Wake up
    text: \nNight time Scenes
translations:
    Dinner:0
    watch TV:1
    Play card:2
    Go to sleep:3
    Wake up:4
    School:5
    Swim:6
    Breakfast:7
    Library:8
    Gym:9

The following Dialog Menus can be generated and switched between by the above note card data:
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Matching “act player data” with three actors for the above multi paged menu

eat A, < 0, 0, 0>, < 0, 0, 0, 1>, 0
sit couch A, < 0, 0, 0>, < 0, 0, 0, 1>, 0
sit play A, < 0, 0, 0>, < 0, 0, 0, 1>, 0
lay 1 A, < 0, 0, 0>, < 0, 0, 0, 1>, 0
lay 2 A, < 0, 0, 0>, < 0, 0, 0, 1>, 0
sit listen A, < 0, 0, 0>, < 0, 0, 0, 1>, 0
swim A, < 0, 0, 0>, < 0, 0, 0, 1>, 0
eat A, < 0, 0, 0>, < 0, 0, 0, 1>, 0
sit read A, < 0, 0, 0>, < 0, 0, 0, 1>, 0
work out A, < 0, 0, 0>, < 0, 0, 0, 1>, 0
eat B, < 0, 0, 0>, < 0, 0, 0, 1>, 1
sit couch B, < 0, 0, 0>, < 0, 0, 0, 1>, 1
sit play B, < 0, 0, 0>, < 0, 0, 0, 1>, 1
lay 1 B, < 0, 0, 0>, < 0, 0, 0, 1>, 1
lay 2 B, < 0, 0, 0>, < 0, 0, 0, 1>, 1
sit listen B, < 0, 0, 0>, < 0, 0, 0, 1>, 1
swim B, < 0, 0, 0>, < 0, 0, 0, 1>, 1
eat B, < 0, 0, 0>, < 0, 0, 0, 1>, 1
sit read B, < 0, 0, 0>, < 0, 0, 0, 1>, 1
work out B, < 0, 0, 0>, < 0, 0, 0, 1>, 1
eat C, < 0, 0, 0>, < 0, 0, 0, 1>, 2
sit couch C, < 0, 0, 0>, < 0, 0, 0, 1>, 2
sit play C, < 0, 0, 0>, < 0, 0, 0, 1>, 2
lay 1 C, < 0, 0, 0>, < 0, 0, 0, 1>, 2
lay 2 C, < 0, 0, 0>, < 0, 0, 0, 1>, 2
sit listen C, < 0, 0, 0>, < 0, 0, 0, 1>, 2
swim C, < 0, 0, 0>, < 0, 0, 0, 1>, 2
eat C, < 0, 0, 0>, < 0, 0, 0, 1>, 2
sit read C, < 0, 0, 0>, < 0, 0, 0, 1>, 2
work out C, < 0, 0, 0>, < 0, 0, 0, 1>, 2

First column holds the animation names

Last column holds the actor number, so this card hold data for three actors: number 0 thru number 2

Position and rotation data are computed by the script
They should be of no concern at this time

Note: Data in the notecard need not be aligned like this example is

The aligning is only for clarification
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